










































HOLOMORPHIC BUNDLES AND MANY-BODY SYSTEMS
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We show that spin generalization of elliptic Calogero-Moser system, elliptic extension
of Gaudin model and their cousins can be treated as a degenerations of Hitchin systems.
Applications to the constructions of integrals of motion, angle-action variables and quan-
tum systems are discussed.
The constructions are motivated by the Conformal Field Theory, and their quantum




Integrable many-body systems attract attention for the following reasons: they are
important in condensed matter physics and they appear quite often in two dimensional
gauge theories as well as in conformal eld theory. Recently they have been recognized in
four dimensional gauge theories.
Among these systems the following ones will be of special interest for us:
1 . Spin generalization of Elliptic Calogero - Moser model - it describes the system of
particles in one (complex) dimension, interacting through the pair-wise potential. The























are the positions of the particles, p
i
- corresponding momenta and S
i
are the
"spins" - l  l matrices, acting in some auxilliary space. The conditions on S
i
will be
specied later. The only point to be mentioned is that the Poisson brackets between






























2 . Gaudin model and its elliptic counterpart. We describe rst the rational case.
Consider a collection of L points on IP
1
in generic position: w
1
; : : : ; w
L




















The main goal of this note is to include these two (seemingly) unrelated models in the
universal family of integrable models, naturally related to the moduli spaces of holomorphic
bundles over the curves. It will turn out, that the appropriate objects to study are Hitchin
systems. As a by-product we shall invent elliptic Gaudin model, which includes both cases
as a special limits. We shall also obtain a prescription for construction of integarls of
motion and action-angle variables. The paper is organized as follows. In the section 2. we
remind the construction of Hitchin systems. The section 3. is devoted to the explanation
of the mapping between the Hitchin systems and the models, just described. The section
4. deals with action-angle variables and integrals of motion. We conclude with the remarks
on the quantization of our constructions.
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3. Construction of the Systems
We must confess that all the models we are discussing are motivated by the studies
of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov-Bernard equations [KZ],[Be], [Lo],[FV],[I]. Our paper is a de-
velopment of [NG1], [NG2] . One of the outcomes of our work might be an insight in the
W- generalizations of them.
3.1. Hitchin systems
Hitchin has introduced in [H] a family of integrable systems. The phase space of
these systems can be identied with the cotangent bundle T

N to the moduli space N of
stable holomorphic vector bundles of rank N (for GL
N
(
C) case) over the compact smooth
Riemann surface  of genus g > 1. His construction can be briey described as follows.
Fix the topological class of the bundles (i.e. let us consider the bundles E with c
1
(E) = k,
with k - xed). Consider the space A
s
of stable complex structures in a given smooth
vector bundle V , whose ber is isomorphic to C
N
. The notion of stable bundle comes from






The quotient of A
s
=G of the space of all stable complex structures by the gauge group is
the moduli space N . Its dimension is given by the Riemann-Roch theorem
dim(N ) = N
2
(g   1) + 1
Now consider a cotangent bundle to A
s




where  is a Mat
N
(
C) valued (1; 0) - dierential on , d
00
A
is an operator, dening the












The eld  is called a Higgs eld and the pair d
00
A
;  denes what is called a Higgs bundle.
In the framework of conformal eld theory the Higgs eld is usually reered to as the
holomorphic current, while holomorphic bundle denes a background gauge eld.














can be identied with a (0; 1) - form with values in N by N matrices. Gauge






















Taking the zero level of the moment map and factorizing it along the orbits of G we get
the symplectic quotient, which can be identied with T

N . Now the Hitchin Hamiltonians















for j > 1 and C
g
for j = 1. Take a gauge invariant (j; 0)-dierential Tr
j
and integrate it



















these functions Poisson-commute. Since they are gauge invariant,
they will Poisson-commute after reduction. Also it is obvious, that they are functionally





(2j   1)(g   1) = N
2
(g   1) + 1 = dim(N )
Therefore, we have an integrable system.
4
3.2. Holomorphic bundles over degenerate curves
Now let us consider a degeneration of the curve. Recall, that the normalization of the
stable curve  is a collection of a smooth curves 

with possible marked points, such
that any component of genus zero has at least three marked points and every component
of genus one has at least one such a point. For each component 

















. The disjoint union
of C








) for  6=  and asX

the set of double points in (X

) (these
appear due to pinching the handles). The union of all X













). Notice, that it may be empty. Stable bundle E




of rank N (there might be some
generalizations with dierent ranks of the bundle over dierent components - these are


























Gauge group acts on the complex structure of the bundle E

for each  as in the
smooth curve case. The new ingredient is the action on g
ij

. Fix a gauge transformations
g

for each component of . Then g
ij























Now we have to introduce a notion of stable bundle. The condition of stabilty is:






































Let A will denote space of collections of d
00
A;





for each  and . Let A
s































































. The Higgs elds 

are allowed to have sin-
gularities at the marked points. As we will see, they could have poles there. Now we





the gauge group G is essentially the product of gauge groups G

, the moment map is a






















where the sum over i runs from 1 up to L








). Let us now repeat the procedure of reduction. At the rst step we
should restrict ourself onto the zero level of the moment map. It means, that 

becomes








) with the rst order poles at the
double points. The residue of 







for appropriate ; j. This
condition is compartible with the denition of the canonical bundle over the stable curve.
On the next step we take a quotient with respect to the gauge group action and get the
reduced space T

N . The space N is the quotient of A
s
by G. The symplectic form on
T



















Let us calculate the dimension of T

N . We shall calculate the (complex) dimension of N
by means of the following trick. The moduli space N can be projected onto the direct
product of moduli spaces N

of the stable bundles over 

's. Actually, the map is to the
product of the moduli of holomorphic bundles, but the open dense subset, consisting of the
stable bundles is covered. The projection simply takes the collection of E

's to the product
of equivalence classes in N

's. The ber of this map can be identied with the quotient
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G=H, where G is the set of collections of g
ij










) < 2 zero of the
groupsH





(C), while genus one component provides




















)   1) = N
2
(g   1) + 1










E() is the total number of double points.
3.3. Hamiltonian systems on T

N
Now we shall dene the Hamiltonians. For each  we take 
;l;k
- the k'th holomorphic

























N and Poisson-commute there.
One can notice, that the integrable systems we get can be restricted onto the invariant
submanifolds. Namely, the conjugacy classes of p
ij

are invariant under the ows, which





are the coecients at the most singular
terms of Tr
l
, therefore, they are among the Hamiltonians we have constructed.
4. Gaudin model, Spin Elliptic Calogero-Moser System and so on ...
4.1. Genus zero models
Consider a component of genus zero. Let us describe explicitely the part of T

N
related to this component as well as the Hamiltonians. We shall omit the label 















can be denoted simply as p
i
without
any confusion. There are no moduli of holomorphic bundles over the sphere, therefore, we
7
































Notice, however, that every holomorphic bundle over IP
1
has an automorphism group
GL
N
(C), which acts nontrivially on  as well as on p
i
. In fact, the reduction with respect
to this subgroup is forced by our equation: the sum of residues of  must vanish, giving






which is nothing but the moment map for the GL
N
(C) action.













where 1  b  l; 1  a  L. These Hamiltonians (essentially H
2;a;2




























Spin Calogero-Moser and Rational Ruijsenaars Systems
Now consider genus zero component 

with double points. Let us decompose the





= S [ T [ (T )
where t 2 T and (t) 2 (T ) are mapped to x
t(t)

, while the restriction of  onS is













































































































We have two options:
we can parametrize the quotient by the action of the group GL
N
(
C) either by xing
the conjugacy class of g
t
, or the one of p
t
.
Consider the rst option. Generically one can diagonalize g
t
, and there will be left a
















































for any i. This condition has an elliptic nature, as we will see, and has a very natural









































This Hamiltonian describes the particles with spin interaction. The way spins come
out will be clear later. Right now we simply claim that S
ij
is the relevant spin interaction.
Now let us investigate another option - namely, we diagonalize p
t
. For simplicity we





































































































































The system we get is called Rational Macdonald system. If, instead of taking G =
GL
N








gets replaced by p
i
. Generic holomorphic bundles over the torus are decomposable






Therefore, the moduli space N

can be identied with the N 'th power of the Jacobian
of the curve, divided by the permutation group action. Let us introduce the coordinates
z
1




. They are dened up to the elliptic ane Weyl group action. Let  be























(x   x) +m
a
(x   x )
   
))
as well as permutations of z
i
's. Up to these equivalences z
i
's are the honest coodinates.
No double points








































































In these formulas  and  are Weierstrass elliptic functions for the curve with periods 1

































































































































These Hamiltonians we shall name as Elliptic Gaudin Hamiltonians.


































































Higher Hamiltonians provide us with the integrals of motion of this model.
Double points
In the case, when there are the double points, the formulas for the Lax operator and
Hamiltonians are nearly the same, the only dierence is in the conditions on the p
a
's.
4.3. Spins and coadjoint orbits
In this section we shall map the notations p
a
for the Lie algebra elements to the spin
notations S
i
, which were introduced in the begining of the paper.
No double points
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For simplicity, we rst consider the case without double points on the component C

.
First of all, we shall x the conjugacy classes of all p
a















simplicity we assume, that this coadjoint orbit is of the generic type. One can represent it
as follows.




simply as p. Introduce a sequence of vector spaces
E
r
 : : :  E
0



























by the changes of bases. Therefore, one can make a Hamiltonian reduction at some central























for i = 2; : : : ; r   1. Here the complex numbers 
i





















now for each point x
a





















































there is no such interpretation. Thus, S
I
operators





We rst recall the construction of Hitchin in the case of the compact curve of genus
g > 2.




R(x; ) = det((x)   )
where  is a linear coordinate on the ber of the cotangent bundle T

. This curve is
well-dened, since the equation, which denes it, is gauge invariant.
The curve S is N-sheeted ramied covering of , its genus can be computed by the
adjunction formula or using Riemann-Gurwitz theorem.
g(S) = N
2
(g   1) + 1
which agrees with the dimension of the moduli space of stable bundles over . Denote by
p the projection S ! .
Given a stable bundle E over  we can pull it back onto S. There is a line subbbundle
L  p

E, whose ber at generic point (x; ) is an eigenspace of (x) with the eigenvalue
. Conversely, given a line bundle L on , on can take its direct image, which (again at









Therefore, under the ow, generated by the Hitchin Hamiltonians, the L changes and
it can be shown, that these ows extend to the linear commuting vector elds on the
Jacobian Jac(S) of S.
Thus, the linear coordinates on Jac(S) are the coordinates of the angle-type, whereas
the intregrals of  over the corresponding cycles in S give the action variables.
The relevance of this construction in CFT still waits to be uncovered. Presumably,
it corresponds to Knizhnik's idea [K] of replacing the correlators of the analytic elds on
the covering of the Riemann surface, by the correlators on the underlying Riemann surface
with the insertions of additional vertex operators.
Let us also remark, that quite analagous construction was invented by Krichever in
in [Kr] in connection to the elliptic Calogero-Moser System.
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5.1. Degeneration of the spectral curve
We shall adopt the same denition of the spectral curve in the case of degenerate .
Obviously, the normalization of S can be also decomposed as the disjoint union of the
components S







with some xed branching
at the points x
i

. Indeed, the behavior of 

near the point x
i

is known, since the residue
is known. Let us x the conjugacy class of p
ij


































is the m'th eigenvalue of p
ij





















, such that the local parameteres Z
1









































The zeroes of 






The number of the branching points equals, therefore, to
2N(N   1)(g(








The genus of S

can be computed with the help of Riemann-Hurwitz formula, which gives:
g(S

) = 1 +N
2








Now the Hamiltonian ow due to our Hamiltonians produces a motion of the line
bundle over S





























the Jacobian, as we have described it.
The details of the recontsruction of all angle-type variables will be published elsewhere
[NG3]. Remark, that this problem was solved for one-punctured elliptic curve for specic
orbit in [BBKT].
6. Applications to quantization




xed, their quantum counterparts become simply the generators of the group, acting in












, belonging to one double point, are dual to each other.







are left- and right- invariant vector elds on the
group.
Then the Schrodinger equations for the wavefunctions coincide with the critical level
Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov-Bernard equations [KZ], [Be], [Lo], [EK1],[EFK]. The result of
the quantization should follow from the degeneration of the Beilinson-Drinfeld construction
[Beil].
Also, it would be nice to realize the meaning of the generalized KZ equations of [Ch]
along the lines of our approach. As far as it seems now, these equations are inspired by
the occasional fact, that the Hamiltonians we have written for the punctured elliptic curve






Finally, note, that using the results of [I] one can easily write down the quadratic
Hamiltonians for an arbitrary curve (unfortunately, at the moment only in terms of the
covering of the actual phase space), while [FV] allows one to get the expression for the
wave-functions of the elliptic Gaudin model in terms of the solutions of the Bethe Ansatz-
like equations.
When the paper was completed we have been notied about the recent paper by
B. Enriquez and V. Rubtsov [ER], where some particular cases of our construction were
quantized in a greater details.
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